The idea to write this research paper is to introduce a new multidimensional graphical approach to visualize a large number of integrals behavior in different periods of time and spaces under the application of the Megasfinity Coordinate Space. The Megasfinity Coordinate Space is willing to mapping a large number of integrals in different dimensions and periods of time extensively in the same graphical space as a whole.
Introduction
Since the beginning of integral calculus origins from Cavalieri in the year 1635, the main contribution of Cavalieri is based on its notion about "method of indivisibles" (Harris and Stocker, 1998) , this method makes reference that exist in any area a large number of parallel planar graph areas (Kern and Bland, 1948) . According to Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) , the formal integral calculus appears officially with Sir John Wallis from the year 1656, It is possible to observe in its master piece of research the famous Wallis Law for integration of polynomials. Moreover, we have Fermat's contribution in the integral calculus under the introduction of the integrals in infinity series and the interior extremum theorem (Hardy and Wright,1979) . In fact, this research paper is proposing an alternative approach of integral calculus is entitled "The Multidimensional Integral Calculus". The Multidimensional Integral Calculus is using an alternative mathematical and graphical approach under the uses of the Megasfinity Coordinate Space. The Megasfinity Coordinate Space is based on a large number of integrals in different Spaces level (S), Mega-Spaces level (MS), General Spaces level (GS), Sub-Spaces level (SS), Micro-Spaces level (MS), and Nano-Spaces level (NS) simultaneously. Finally, the difference between the traditional integral calculus and the multidimensional integral calculus is that we are using more than 2-Dimensions and 3-Dimensions in our mathematical and graphical method of integrals.
An Introduction to the Megasfinity Coordinate Space
The Megasfinity Coordinate Space is based on five premises: First premise, it is based on the premise that the Megasverses is multi-dimensional space, and that each part of the Megasverses is moving at different speeds of time. Additionally, in this research paper, we assume that the expression or number "Megasfinity" is equal to the infinite exponential of infinity (Ruiz Estrada, 2012) Second premise, the Megasfinity Coordinate Space (See Figure 1 The third premise is that the Nano-Space level (NS) is a Nano-coordinate system (JIα, JIβ) in its Sub-Space level (SS). In the case of each Micro-Space level (MS) is a specific area between JIα-sub-coordinate level (base) and JIβ-sub-coordinate level (height) within its Sub-Space level (SS) respectively (see Expression 1.5).
The fourth premise is that the Nano-Space level (NS) shows the interception between JIα-Spaces ˄ JIβ-Spaces. Hence, the Nano-Space level (NS) is a rigid body (or point) that is simply hanging or unfolding in its respective Sub-Space level (SS); in addition, the Nano-Space level (NS) cannot occupy the same space at the same time. If we apply vectors among JIα-Spaces ˄ JIβ-Spaces together in the same Micro-Space level (MS), then we can visualize a non-linear curve moving in real time (☼) in its Sub-Space level (SS).
The fifth premise is that the Megasfinity Coordinate Space (see Figure 1) is running under different speeds and type of times. Initially, we have four types of time ( (2) According to expression 2, we available to reverse the multidimensional differentiation process that give result to the multidimensional differential. The basic rules of multidimensional integration are very similar to the classic rules of integration. In the case of rules in the multidimensional integration is using the variable X with its Mega-Space level (MS), General-Space level (GS), Sub-Space level (SS), Micro-space level (MS), Nano-Space level (NS), and JIα-Space level ˄ JIβ-Space level respectively. The rules in the multidimensional integration is nine rules such as (i) the multidimensional power rule (Expression 3); (ii) the multidimensional exponential rule (Expression 4); (iii) the multidimensional logarithmic rule (Expression 5); (iv) the multidimensional integral of sum (Expression 6); (v) the multidimensional integral of a multiple (Expression 7); (vi) multidimensional substitution rule (Expression 8); (vii) multidimensional integration by parts (Expression 9). In our case, we have nine rules of integration in the rules of multidimensional integration. We have two extra rules are (viii) the dimension viability inter-connection (Expression 10) and (ix) normalization interconnectivity rule (Expression 11).
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The dimension viability inter-connection rule (see Expression 10) is based on the connection of several integrations calculations in the same Dimension level (Space -S-) together in analysis without any restriction or parametric limitations. Hence, we have an alternative rule to increase different integrals calculations simultaneously in the same Dimension level at the same time.
(10)
For the normalization interconnectivity rule (see Expression 11) is willing to connect a several number of integrations calculations from different Dimensions levels (Space levels -S-) together in analysis without limitations of space and time. In this specific case, we have the possibility to join different integrals calculation on different dimensions at the same time and space respectively.
Finally, the definite multidimensional integrals (see Expression 12), the integral can be defined as any value exist between JIα-Spaces levels ˄ JIβ-Spaces levels. Where, the basic condition in the definite multidimensional integrals is that JIα = 0 ˄ JIβ = ∞ but the JIβ ≠ 0. This condition is explicit in this specific case of definite integrals.
(12)
Moreover, the improper multidimensional integrals (see Expression 13), the integral can be defined as any value exist between (-∞, JIα-Spaces levels) ˄ (JIβ-Spaces levels, ∞+). Where, the basic condition in the improper multidimensional integrals is that JIα = -∞ ˄ JIβ = ∞+ but the JIα ˅ JIβ = (0, ∞+/-). This condition is explicit in this specific case of improper integrals.
The Multidimensional Integral Calculus remark that the application of the Omnia Mobilis Assumption (Ruiz Estrada, 2011) plays an important role, because everything is moving in different speeds of time and spaces levels permanently. In figure 1, we can appreciate the Megasfinity Coordinate Spaces application. Finally, we can appreciate how integrals calculations in different Mega-Spaces levels (MS), General-Spaces levels (GS), Sub-Spaces levels (SS), Micro-Spaces levels (MS), and Nano-Space levels (NS) are able to calculate simultaneously.
Figure 1. Megasfinity Coordinate Spaces and Multidimensional Integrals

Conclusion
Basically, this paper concludes that it is possible to find a long number of integrals calculations in the Megasfinity Coordinate Spaces. The idea is to find ex-ante calculations or predifferentiation calculations at the same graphical space and time simultaneously. This multidimensional integration calculus is going to change the perception of time(s) and space(s) behaviour from a mathematical and graphical perspective. It is based on the use of a new set of rules for integrals (definite multidimensional integrals and improper multidimensional integrals) to generate a deep transformation in the study of integral calculus. According to our findings, the multidimensional integral calculus is going to help in the process to understand space and time behaviour (ex-ante) from a multi-dimensional point of view.
